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From: William Butcher
To: council
Cc: All Alders; Mayor; Plan Commission Comments
Subject: Why You Should Oppose 1617 Sherman Ave Designation
Date: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 2:36:14 PM

Dear Council Members,

The application for historic status at 1617 Sherman is a misguided effort by a few well-
intentioned citizens, and perhaps a few not so well-intentioned, who have tried to
overwhelm the approval process with a mountain of weak arguments. That the credit
union national headquarters occupied an office building there a half century ago is, itself, a
bizarre claim to historic value. When viewed in light of its relative insignificance compared
to the current gravity of the housing crisis in Madison, the mind boggles. Rather than
debate the veracity of the history (whether a banking group was here for a few years or
whether a President spent an hour here on a national tour), ask whether it matters more
than the pressing need for housing. Further, if the importance of banking history in Madison
is so important, why not work with the developer to establish a monument on the site to
remind and educate while also contributing to, not diminishing, the economic health of the
city? Or one could acknowledge that CUNA had three transitory headquarters in Madison,
the third of which happened to be at 1617 Sherman Ave for ten years, before settling in its
permanent and now half-century-old permanent HQ on Mineral Point Rd.
  
A less magnanimous view could see this as property-owners grasping at tenuous strings to
oppose dense development in their neighborhood, exactly as designed by that same
neighborhood during the public planning process for this site in the Emerson East-Eken
Park-Yahara Neighborhood Plan in 2016. It’s almost impossible not to see this as an
attempt by the few to manipulate the process to preserve their lifestyle over the essential
housing needs of the many. More distressing is how enthusiastically the Landmarks
Commission has played along. 

The urgency of the housing crisis has only intensified since that neighborhood plan was
approved in 2016 supporting more and denser housing on and near transit-oriented sites,
of which this site is specifically included in the new Transit Oriented District ordinance
approved resoundingly last month by this very sensible and prudent Common
Council. Preserving single family home-owners’ property values and lifestyles on the
Isthmus is at odds with providing a better quality of life for the vast majority of current and
future residents who cannot afford the $450k+ average home price within a half mile of the
site. 

If Landmarks Commission support for a few neighbors' efforts to 'preserve' their status quo,
rather than balance historical (in)significance with common sense, sways the plan
commission and common council, it will be a blow to the City's planning authority and
processes. Whether the Landmarks Commission's actions here and recently call into
question its legitimacy as an advisory body are a separate question I hope the Council will
consider.

Thank you for your consideration.
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From: csi@inxpress.net
To: council
Cc: All Alders; Mayor; Stouder, Heather; Plan Commission Comments
Subject: 2/7/23 Council Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 1:33:20 PM
Attachments: Bailey Letter_121922.PDF

Good Afternoon,
I am writing this email to encourage you to decline to designate the property located at 1617
Sherman Avenue as a landmark at tonight’s meeting.
For your reference, attached is a copy of the letter sent in December to Heather Bailey outlining the
reasons we object, and reiterating them today.
 
As current owners of the property for nearly 25 years, this is the first time any interest has been
shown in creating a historic value. We support the efforts Vermillion is proposing to providing much
needed housing in the City of Madison.
Respectfully Submitted,
Kathy Jankowski
 
Tenney Place Development, LLC
639 S Main Street, Suite 103
Deforest, WI 53532
608.846.1575
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From: Randy Krantz
To: council; All Alders; Mayor; Stouder, Heather; Plan Commission Comments
Subject: 1617 Sherman Ave Building Historic Status
Date: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 10:08:58 AM
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Dear Common Council ,
 
 
The application to designate this property as historic is silly and mis guided. I oppose this being done. The need
for affordable housing is great in Madison  is great and there is no good reason this property should not be
redeveloped.  
 
 

Randy Krantz,  CIC
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From: Richard Sandrock
To: All Alders
Cc: council; Mayor; hslouder@cityofmadison.com; Plan Commission Comments
Subject: Item 81 File 75633 on Feb 7 Common council agenda
Date: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 10:07:10 AM

 
Decision makers on Action item 81 = 1617 Sherman Ave Landmark
Support for the
 
Although I have confidence that common sense based on the consequences to the community as a
whole will oppose the request for historical preservation.  The alternative ways to respect the
banking history are many and certainly of more status then protecting the structure. 
 
Thank you
 
Richard Sandrock
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